Charlotte Bilingual Preschool

MISSION POSSIBLE AWARD/COMMUNITY IMPACT PROJECT SNAPSHOT

DELIVERED AND SPONSORED BY ACCENTURE

Preparing Children for Success in School and Life

Charlotte Bilingual Preschool’s (CltBP) was the winner of Apparo’s 2018 Mission Possible Award. Their waiting and inquiry list stretched into the 300s. Before they could expand to reach more children, they required a technology-based overhaul of their IT and data processes, which were inefficient and a burden to the organization. The technology infrastructure could not support an increase in the number of children served. This was the basis of their winning award proposal. Accenture delivered a solution to centralize the data, eliminate redundancies, simplify reporting and support growth.

Nonprofit Team: Hank Durkin, Mercy Star, Banu Valladares, Stephanie Watts
Volunteer Team: Mike Flanagan, Wes Slocum

ANTICIPATED PROJECT IMPACT

- Greater efficiency will free up staff time for expansion of programs without additional hiring expense
- Complete, accessible data records will contribute to the overall effectiveness of programming, thus improving CltBP’s ability to serve individual needs of students and families
- Scalable data management system will provide a platform from which programs can grow

“The quality of service provided by Apparo and our volunteer team has meant being able to transform our school. We will be able to now serve more children and families better and longer.” - Banu Valladares, Executive Director, Charlotte Bilingual Preschool

“We get to help more kids by removing some technology impediments? I’m in! I learned a lot, about what makes the greatest impact and met great people I now consider my friends.” - Mike Flanagan, Accenture, Corporate Volunteer

225 hours
$65,625
$10,000

Total number of hours dedicated to this project by the volunteer and Apparo team
Market value of consulting services
Grant from Accenture

QUESTIONS?
CONTACT INFO@APPARO.ORG

APPARO.ORG